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According to Gartner, mobile application development projects for
smartphones and tablets will outnumber native PC projects by a
ratio of 4:1 by 2015. At Vetasi we’ve seen evidence of this trend
first-hand with more and more customers enhancing their Maximo
platforms using the latest mobile solutions.

Introducing IBM Worklight
Following SAP’s acquisition of Syclo, many Maximo users have been unsure which way to go,
as previous implementations of Maximo Mobile have had a somewhat chequered history.
However, the good news is that with the arrival of IBM Worklight, Maximo customers can now
access a leading edge mobile solution.
Acquired by IBM in 2012, the Worklight mobile application development platform is being used
by IBM to host the IBM Maximo Anywhere suite of Mobile Applications, which began with the
Maximo Anywhere Work Manager at the end of last year. However, Worklight is also a very
powerful tool to develop non-Work Management applications, either for use as a standalone
system, or as a mobile front end to other enterprise applications.

The benefits
One of the key benefits of Worklight is its ability to work in both connected and disconnected
modes, as well as support many different devices from a single code set. Furthermore, IBM
Worklight can help reduce both application development and maintenance costs, improve timeto-market, as well as enhancing mobile application governance and security.

Mobile expertise
Vetasi has many years’ experience in implementing mobile solutions for Maximo and most
recently completed a major mobile deployment for Heathrow Airport Ltd using IBM Worklight.
This project represents a significant breakthrough in delivering what we believe to be the most
enhanced Maximo mobile solution yet.
Our consultants are geared up to work with IBM Worklight; both in terms of supporting and
enhancing the IBM Maximo Anywhere products, but also for application development of nonWork Management requirements.
By using IBM Worklight, our team can rapidly develop robust mobile solutions which work
across a range of different devices to deliver a very cost effective solution. Aside from the core
EAM Work, Asset & Inventory Manager applications, we can also deliver a range of other
applications specific to organisational needs.
For more information on IBM Worklight or Maximo mobile solutions, please contact your
Engagement Manager, or e-mail sales@vetasi.com.
*Source: Gartner, "Market Trends: Application Development Software Worldwide, 2012-2016."
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